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WffiEY'S WKXT IS
Cienak acquisition of Nortel" IVNetro Ethernet lVetrnrorks {U!EN} accelerates
the pace o{ next-generati*n networking inn*veticn. giving yor,r th* pewei- to
deliver what's next. Norns"
crgna ! Nortel Metro Ethrernet hle,tworks
Take a Step Back
Anytime you start thinking about security, whether in relationship to net-
works (wired or wireless), data, laptops, or your house' I suggest that taking a
step back to get a wider angle on the picture in question is a wise thing to do'
too often security is a knee-jerk reaction to a specific problem in a specific
situation that then has unintended consequences which become a larger issue
than the original situation.
There are no cookie-cutter solutions or silver bullets to security problems' I
wouldn't deal with securing my home the same way if I lived in a house versus
a condo versus a trailer versus a boat" 'we11, you get the idea' Someone in
the Lower Merion School District thought that the way to secure the laptops
checked out to students was to install remote-controlled Web cameras. lf the
laptop were stolen, the Web camera could be engaged' and the identity of the
thief would be known. This is one case where it would have been a good idea
tostepbackandletothersreviewtlrispresumedsimplesolutionforasimple
problem.Had this been viewed through a wider-angle lens' the issue of privacy
for students and their families at home would have come up. It wasn't' and
now there are lawsuits stemming from photos that were taken without the
knowledge or consent of the students or their families: unintended conse-
quences stemming from what someone thought was a good solution to a
potential securitY Problem.
AsaCISSP(CertifiedlnformationSystemsSecurityProfessional),Iwas
trained to look at issues from the 30,000-foot view. One of our key phrases is
defense-in-deprlr. At its simplest, it says that counting on one level of se':urity is
.,ot u. good as multiple layers of security that are interrelated and well thought
out.Let,snotforgetaswellthatthebestsecuritymeasuresdon,tmeanathing
iftheydon,tmeshwiththepolicyandpoliticsofyoursituation.Myfarnily
once thought about getting a door/window alarm system for our house' but
decided that the added benefits of owning an alarm system were more than
offset by the additional requirements (remembering to set it' remembering
how to turn it off in time and how to let the company know you didn't l:rn
it off in time, and other basic steps...), the layered security of our concerned
neighborhood (polite way of saying nosy neighbors)' and the noisy dogs'
would our house have had "better" security had we installed the alarn:L? Yes'
Would our house have been more secure if we ended up just turning it' off
becauseittooktoomuchefforttouseit?No.Itremindsmeofsometh.inga
buddy of mine used to say,..You can lead a horse to watel, but you can,t make
him bark." OkaY, maYbe not...
A few years ago when I was transitioning between positions here a1:
Washington University in St. Louis, I proposed we set uP a Network Security
office(NSo).Myexperiencewithourresidentialstudentsledmetotrelieve
thatweneededaSrouplookingatwaysnotonlytoplotectusfromthreats
on the Internet, but to also help protect the Internet from us' What we didn't
need was an overly technical group that would dictate solutions to our various
schools and departments. We needed a group that could communicate with
departments, listen to people's security needs and help them take a larger view
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of their particular issues, and allow them to
see what others were doing on our campus
and campuses across the globe. Working
with fellowACUTA members from both
the academic side and our corporate part_
ners helped me find models that worked
weil in situations similar to ours.
Over the years, the NSO has built
up that very good reputation within the
university. Even though I have moved away
from responsibility for the NSO, I continue
to routinely check out their website and
use it as a source of information_both on
what to look out for and good preventa_
tive steps to take. Feei free to check it out:
http://nso.wustl.edu. you will find infor_
mation about the latest phishing schemes,
baseline information about securing indi_
vidual systems, links to a top-ten security
issues list, and a variety of other items.
Behind the communication effort, there
are many technical efforts going on to help
keep the campus safe from threats-both
internal and external. The NSO has become
a multifaceted organization that embod-
ies the idea of defense-in-depth here at
Washington University in St. Louis_an
organization that will always,.take a step
back" before rushing into the fray.
One final note: ACUTA is always an excel_
lent source of information on just about
any telecom/IT topic. But you might want
to make note, if network security is on your
radar, that Tiack I of the Fall Seminar to
be held in Vienna, Vir ginia, October 24_27
will focus on "\\lho's in Charge of the Net_
work?" I'm sure there will be plenty of very
useful information available to attendees
from campuses across North America, not
just formally from presenters but in casual
conversation with other attendees as well. I
hope to see you there.
a
Report to the
2010 Annual
Business Meeting
Each year, I have the pleasure of reporting to
the Annual Business Meeting on some of the
highlights of activities by the ACUTA profes-
sional staff. For those who cannot attend' I
would like to take this opportunity to share
my rePort.
The ACUTA professional staff has had
the opportunity to work on a number of
exciting new projects during the past year'
Strategic Planning
This year, our strategic planning efforts
were once again focused on working with
committee and staff teams to implement the
strategies and action items in the new Strate-
gic Plan. The "strategic Plan Report Card"
was available at the Annual Business Meet-
ing and posted on the Web at www'acuta'
or g/wcm/acuta/pdf/ strate gic-plan-
report-card.pdf. It shows that of 62 total
action items,32 are already completed and
ongoing, ar.d23 ate under way' Our board'
committees, and staff continued to refine the
plan and develoP new action items'
A major effort that is just getting under
way is a focused strategic examination of
ACUTAs educational and professional
development offerings. This grew out of
the work of the Event Schedule Task Force,
which was charged with examining ACUTAs
seminar and conference schedule, and evalu-
ating the objectives, number, and types of
events.
Committee Restructuring
I am pleased to rePort that in 2009, an
unprecedented number of ACUTA mem-
bers stepped up to volunteer to serve on our
committees and subcommittees' We appre-
ciate all of the energy and enthusiasm that
our volunteers bring to the organization'
Continuing the work that was begun
last year by the Committee Structure Thsk
Force, this year we completed phase I of
our new committee structure' Phase 2 is
now beginning, with the planned introduc-
tion in 2010 of six new committees and
subcommittees that will take on important
responsibilities in the areas oI environmen-
tal scanning, outreach, event develot'ment'
online learning, and publications de'relop-
ment.
A11 the new committees and subcom-
mittees will have stalf support to assist
them in carrying out their responsib'ilities'
lnformation TechnologY UPgrades
We are in the hnal stages of a nearly year-
long process of significantly upgrading
ACUTA's technology infrastructure and
services. Major systems, including our
association management software and
membership database, website, listserv, and
back-office hardware and software, were
all upgraded by March 2010. We have aiso
introduced new social networking tools, the
"ACUTA Community," which will prrovide
online collaboration space for our commit-
tees and online discussion groups' {3heck
it out at http://community.acuta'org/wel-
come.htm.
This technology upgrade has included
a complete reexamination of our business
processes and the introduction of new
efficiencies in administration and linancial
procedures. It has been a major project
that was skillfully led by Aaron Fui:hrer,
information technology manager, lbut in
an organization the size of ACUTf it also
touched and challenged every stafl'mem-
ber. I would like to thank the entire staff for
continuing their essential member service
functions uninterrupted, while helping to
shape, implement, and adjust to our new
technology systems. I would also like to
thank our board of directors for n.raking
this investment in ACUTAs future'
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Public Policy and Regulatory Affairs
As the staff liaison to the Legislative/Regu_
Iatory Affairs Committee, I continued
to spend a large percentage of my time
monitoring and analyzing regulatory pro_
posals and actions at the U.S. federal level,
and working with the committee and legal
counsel to plan our advocacy efforts.
Much of the focus this year has been
in two areas: development of the FCC,s
national broadband plan and implementa_
tion of the broadband stimulus grant and
Ioan programs. ACUTA has been an active
member of several coalitions of higher
education and networking organizations,
submitting comments and advocating for
broadband services for anchor institutions
including colleges and universities.
ACUTA continues to collaborate with
other higher education and networking
organizations on public policy issues, and
this is reflected in a high-priority strategy
in our Strategic plan. Significant public
policy collaboration partners included
EDUCAUSE, Internet2, state research and
education networks, research libraries,
and other higher education organizations.
These collaborations have continued to
provide value to ACUTA members by help_
ing us achieve our public policy goals.
We have also been able to provide
several audio and Web seminars to ACUTA
members on important public poliry areas,
such as the stimulus program, electronically
stored information, and spectrum issues.
Collaborations
ACUTA members benefit from our collabo_
ration with other organizations with com_
mon goals and values. In addition to our
federal policy collaborations with EDU_
CAUSE, Internet2, and others mentioned
above, we participated in the following
collaborations:
. We collaborated with ITEM, the Inter_
national Telecommunications Education
and Research Association, by providing
ACUTA judges for the association,s student
case-study competition. We also invited
participation by ITERA faculty and student
members in our Unified Communications
Summit inluly 2009.
. We were active members of CHEMA,
the Council of Higher Education Manage_
ment Associations, participating in research
projects and programs designed to improve
communication among association leaders
in higher education. The ACUTA president,
president-elect, and I attended the CHEMA
conference in May 2009, which provided
valuable networking opportunities with
officers of the other higher education as_
sociations.
. We arranged for NENA, the National
Emergency Number Association, to provide
an article for the ACUM Journal.
All of these collaborations have been
positive for ACUTA and our members, and
we will continue to reach out to other pro_
fessional and industry organizations with
mutual interests.
ACUTA Conferences and Seminars
As reported last year, ACUTA conferences
and seminars have not been immune to
the effects of the widespread economic
constraints at our member institutions.
Registration at our events still has not
returned to 2008 and prior levels, although
beginning in winter 2010 we began to see
a gradual improvement. Registrations
for the Annual Conference and Strategic
Leadership Forum were also higher than
the previous year.
In order to meet the needs of members
who were not able to attend our events in
person, we oflered remote access to our
2009-10 conference and seminars. We
offered live and archived video streaming
of the Unified Communications Summit in
July 2009. Then, based on user feedback,
we offered video of the fall and winter
seminars on DVD. We continue to explore
online options that offer meaningful edu_
cational content and are financially viable
forACUTA.
In addition, we offered a multi_event
discount to ACUTA institutional members
for 2010 events.
Economic lssues
Although we continue to face challenges
as a result of budget issues at our mem_
ber institutions, ACUTA remains on a
secure financial foundation. We reached a
milestone this year in completely paying off
the mortgage on the ACUTA headquarters
building, and it continues to be fully leased.
In addition, our investments of reserves are
performing well. The ACUTA board and
staff continue to work to control expenses
and develop new forms of revenue.
Conclusion
None of these actions could have been
accomplished without the dedication and
energy of every member of the ACUTA
staff and volunteer leadership team. I
would like to thank all the staff members
for their professionalism and commitment
to the continued success of ACUTA-and
for the extra effort involved in successfully
completing our technology upgrades. I
would also like to thank our elected and
volunteer leaders-our board of directors,
committee chairs, and committee mem_
bers-who continue to devote tremendous
energy to guiding the association toward
the accomplishment of its goals.
I'm sure we are all looking forward to a
productive and successful 2010-11!
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Figure 1. Equipment location
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Ahead in the clouds, ls outsourcing Right
management of in-house arssets' Outsourcing exists in
quacirants 2,3, and4' Because the rtrnge of outsourcing
option, is so great, it appears that outsourcing is "taking
over" from in-house management'
Thus there is a general perception among higher
education senior management that malry educational
institutions are outsourcil-tg their technology operations'
("Everybod.v's doing itl") This misconception arises
lrom the fact that many institutiorls are outsourcing
some technology services-for example, student e-n-rail'
Outsourcers often take over some management aspects
of the service, ir-rcluding equipment hosting' softr'vare
support, marketing, and customer service' \Vleile sorne
outsourcing is presently being done at many institutions
(public and private, large ar.rd small)' it is not at this time
the prevalent management and service delivery option' I
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for Higher Education Technology servic,es?
cloud computing, hosting, managed services, ar-rything as a service (xAAS) " 'The 
o ptions
formovingtechnologyandtechl-rologymanagementout.of-I'rouse(collectivelyreferred
toas..outstlurcing,,)aremorenumerousthanever'Theclaimsabouttheseservicescan
be compelling, especiall,v fbr an institution that is short on capital, dealing 
rvith personnel
tieezes and cutbacks, and facing replacement of obsolete technoiogy' since the 
question
ofl'vhethertooutsourcetechnologyserr,icesandsupportisbeingraisedwithincreasir-rg
frequencyatmanycollegesandunir.ersities,thisarticlewillprovidetheissuesforc..rn-
sideration when determir-ring I'rorv outsoulcing best fits into an institution's technology
management strategy.
Whilecomplex,therangeofoptionsavai]ablelorprovidir-rgandsupportingtechnology
can be (over) simpliliecl tn 
-u 
truo-by-t*,o n-ratrix sho\ving wl-rere the equipment is located
as compared to n'ho does the management' See Figure 1'
\Vhilethepoptrlardeflnitionofoutsourcittgispresently..anythingoutsidethefirewall,,,
that definitior.r is limited and doesr-t't address contracted
I i-.
I
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i
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krrolvofveryfewinstittrtionsr,vherelTistotallyoutsourcecl.
Outsourcing has its place. It can be a cost-effectir.e n'rethod of supplementing in-house
capabilities,providingadditionalexpertise,andallowingar-rorganizationtoConcentlate
its limited resources on those efforts that best support its strategic mission' Horvever' 
out-
sourcing is not an all-or-nothing decisior-r. It car-r best be viewed as a continuum, 
moYing
from no outsourcing to full outsourcing. Ar] organization must decide not only whether
to outsource a function (IT, telecommunications, foocl services, custodial services), but
oftenlr,hichspecilictaskswithinthatfunctiontooutsoulce.
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Most of our clients believe that
technology is too vital and too strategic
to relinquish control entirely to a third
party. However, many do outsource some
technology services (maintenance, project
management, cabling, consulting...). So,
the question is not whether to outsource
technology 5g1yi6s5-d1s question is what
and how much to outsource.
Why ls Outsourcing So Attractive?
Outsourcing, in all its many forms, is
increasing in popularity for many reasons.
Chief among these are the following:
. Technology is increasingly complex,
rapidly changing, and constantly converg_
ing. The speed at which most institutions
budget and procure technology often
leaves IT "behind the curve" and unable to
respond as quickly as necessary.
. The flexible, scalable nature ofout-
sourcing, such as being able to add or
increase capabilities or capacity.,on the fly,,,
can be very attractive. Many cloud-based
services can support this more easily than
in-house services can.
. People are expensive, especially given
the level of benehts at most institutions. In
addition, complex hiring practices. remole
locations, and lower pay scales impede the
ability to find, attract, and retain the right
personnel. With outsourcing, the number,
type, and skills of support personnel are the
outsourcer's concern.
. Most (good) outsourced service provid-
ers have redundant, hardened data centers;
redundant and diverse routing to improve
business continuity; and a higher level
of disaster preparedness. Using multiple
services from various providers reduces
the risk of a single, catastrophic failure.
Replication of this same level of reliability
on-site is expensive to provide and manage
and may not address access in case of a
campus disaster.
. Web-accessed,location-agnosticservices
appeal to an increasingly mobile population.
. Technology transitions are easier and
technology is kept up-to-date with constant
capital expenditures.
' Outsourcing is perceived as being
"greener" (or at least the power consump-
tion and carbon footprint fall to someone
)
else). Space, power, and capacity planning
for university data centers are all reduced'
It is important to note that outsourcing
trends are cyclical. Various industries and
functions alternate between outsourcing
and in-house management. In the 1980s
it was very popular to outsource comput-
ing functions, and companies like EDS and
SCT made millions of dollars taking over
computing departments. Throughout the
'90s many institutions moved IT back in-
house, citing higher costs, lack of flexibility,
and lack of vendor responsiveness as the
primary reasons. In the 30 years I have
been an independent consultant to higher
education, I've watched the outsourcing
pendulum swing back and forth several
times. Right now, we're strongly toward the
outsourcing side, but many factors-in-
cluding economic factors, changing tech-
nologies, and institutional attitudes-can
affect the swing of the pendulum as well'
lssues When Considering Outsourcing
When technology is outsourced, numerous
changes take place. It cannot be assumed
that one can transparently make a transi-
tion of this magnitude without significant
and sweeping changes in day-to-day opera-
tions. Changes include the following:
' Contrary to popular belief, outsourcing
doesn't eliminate the institution's need to
manage; it just changes the nature and level
of management. Someone still has to man-
age the outsourcers, the contract, the inter-
face with the school, and so on. Failure to
manage is the single most common cause
of failure among outsourcing endeavors'
. Control is lost, at least to some degree'
No matter how good the management
interface is or how responsive the organiza-
tion is, control is no longer entirely yours'
. Costs change, but don't necessarily
decrease.
l. NonPersonnel costs varY but are
not significantly reduced; outsourcers can
realize some cost savings due to economies
of scale, bulk pricing, and so on' However,
outsourcers are required to make a profit or
they will not be in business for long'
2. Your direct personnel costs are lowered'
' No need to PaY benefits'
' There are fewer FTEs.
' However, You will PaY the
outsourcer higher salary costs for
comParable technologY skills'
3. Recurring exPenses maY go down
if the outsourcer provides more efficient
service.
4. "Free" services like Google gmail tend
to cloud the issue. (Pun intended' ) While
these services cost less on the surface, there
are always the ultimate questions of how
long these services will remain free and
what "free" reallY costs.
. Quality may imProve or maY suffer
depending on how well you are currently
doing things and how well the outsourcer
will do them in the future.
. Institutional knowledge is lost for out-
sourced functions.
. Allegiance of staff is to the check sign-
ers. This is especially true with managed
services where existing staff might be trans-
ferred to a third-PartY Provider.
' University technology is not generic'
Every campus environment, infrastructure,
network, and culture is unique. "Cookie-
cutter" outsourcing organizations frequent-
Iy don't understand this (at least initially)'
. Technology reaches every location,
activity, and constituent of the institu-
tion. While certain functions can be easily
segregated and outsourced, treating all of
IT as if it were self-contained and able to
be outsourced can be shortsighted and
dangerous.
. Technology is strategic to the institu-
tion. It is a fundamental, mission-critical
function of the school. Outsourcers do not
necessarily see it in this light.
' Frequently, the principal difference
between outsourcing and in-house services
is where the equipment itself is located
(your sever room or the vendor's)' But
equipment location is only one piece of the
technology puzzle. Outsourcing separates
this piece and tries to deal with it out of the
overall context.
. While outsourcers can frequently bring
more and broader expertise to any given
technology than is available from in-house
personnel, in-house personnel often have a
better feel for the culture and politics of the
institution, which is valuable.
. With the continued merging of voice,
data, and video technologies and infra-
structures, it is hard enough to coordinate
the activities of internal staff for different
departments. It may become even more
complicated to manage these technologies
when one or more of them are managed by
an outsourcer.
Outsourcing Decision Criteria
Before you decide to outsource and to what
degree, you should consider the following
questions:
1. What problem are you trying to solve?
Why do you want to outsource? Are You
trying to save money? Improve service?
Lower FTEs? Provide more or better ser-
vice?
2. What does an outsourcer bring to the
table that the institution does not already
have in-house? (This should be asked up at
the top.) Does outsourcing make sense in
terms of the institution's stability, size, and
culture?
3. Can the outsourcing company provide
equal or better flexibility in terms of types
and levels of service, hours of operation,
and so on?
4. Which services make the most sense
to consider for outsourcing? What would
be the impact on staffing levels? Will the
outsourcing company hire away some of
your staffl
5. Is space allocation, together with all as-
sociated furniture and equipment, an issue
in your organization? Would it be a factor
in this decision? Ifthe outsourcer is off-site,
how far away is the comPanY located?
6. How much control would you lose (or
perhaps gain) bY outsourcing?
7. How is performance measured? BY
whom?
8. What is your recourse if the outsourc-
ing company is not working out? Are )
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performance penalties and/or Performance
tor,rrr.. addressed in the contract? What
is your exit strategy should you decide to
not renew the agreement? Are there limits
on price increases at the end of the contract
term?
9. Is the outsourcer independent' or is it
affiliated with a vendor? If the latter' how
does this influence any decisions regarding
selection of products and services for you?
Is the outsourcer stable? Likely to merge?
What would a merger do to your relation-
ship?
10. What has been the experience of other
organizations that have used an outsourc-
ing company, especially this particular
outsourcing comPanY?
11. How does the outsourcer address disas-
ter prevention and recoverY?
12. What are the qualifications and experi-
ence of the employees that the outsourcer
will provide? How is performance assess-
ment and monitoring handled? What is
your recourse if an outsourcer's employee
is not working out or if he or she leave the
company?
13. How difficult will layoffs and re-or-
ganization be at your school? Are your
employees unionized?
14. What are the pros and cons of having
outsourced staff working with your staff
and/or rhe staff of another outsourcing
company?
15. How will customer service be handled?
Will the change improve or degrade cus-
tomer service on camPus?
16. One attraction of outsourcing is that
many of the outsourcing companies "aggre-
gate" services from many different custom-
ers to achieve bigger discounts, and can
negotiate bulk purchasing arrangements
with suppliers. Will quality suffer when
you become "a small fish in a bigger pond"?
17. How is security handled? Information
security not only implies protection of per-
sonally identifiable information (PII) and
data backup, but regulatory compliance
and records retention as well'
18. Are there clearly spelled-out service
level agreements defining the rights'
responsibilities, and expectations of all par-
ties? Are theY fair and enforceable?
19. What changes need to be made to the
campus IT infrastructure and WAN links to
support the outsourced service with accept-
able perfo.mance and reliability? Cloud-
based and hosted services demand large'
reliable PiPes.
20. What about present assets and invest-
ments-can they be transferred to the
outsourcer? Sold? Re-dePloYed?
21. How standard are the institution's tech-
nology implementation and infrastructure?
Do they lend themselves easily to outside
services and management?
22.'Nhatabout integration with other
technology functions? Can the outsourced
service interconnect and interoperate bet-
ter with present and anticipated campus
technologies?
2J. To what extent does your outsourcing
decision limit choices in the future?
24. What arrangements will allow you to
sleep best at night?
Where to Start
If outsourcing is gaining traction at your
campus and you are wondering where to
start in your assessment, start with the
areas where you are having trouble and are
weakest. This increases the likelihood that
outsourcing will solve real problems and
provide a win-win for IT and your users'
Any ur....-.nt of what to outsource and
what to keep must start with a thorough
understanding of the services you offer'
what they really cost, their value to the in-
stitution, and the impact that moving them
out would have on your department and
your users. Only then can you effectively
assess the oPtions.
To understand what outsourcing will
cost, financial modeling is a must' Evalu-
ation of outsourcing options requires a
traditional costi risk/benefit analysis akin
to the old "lease vs. buy" question' Things
to factor into the modeling process include
salaries, benefits (including holidays'
vacation days, and sick days)' training' test
equipment, tools, computers' telephones'
furniture, space 
-everything 
that relates
to having an employee on the payroll as
opposed to being on a contract and off-site'
The biggest caveat is to make sure that
you keep people on your staff who are
knowledgeable and experienced enough to
properly interact with and supervise the
outsourcer, question major decisions as
appropriate, and be a liaison between the
outsourcer and your own organization'
Summary
Colleges and universities are all about
educating people. While technology
services supporting that end must be
provided intelligently and cost-effectively'
ho-un capital is ultimately more valuable
than financial capital' Overall'1ong-term
strategy generally favors a prudent balance
of outsourcing and in-house management
and varies from institution to institution'
Outsourcing has its strengths and its
shortcomings. Outsourcing can work
successfully for an institution in certain cir-
cumstances and for certain functions' but
it cannot be viewed as an across-the-board
cure-all for the ills that plague IT in higher
education. Outsourcing must be carefully
evaluated and weighed against issues such
as control, the strategic value of technology
to the institution, staf6ng, responsiveness'
and, of course, costs. Properly applied' out-
sourcing offers many benefits; improperly
applied, it offers even greater risks'
Careful assessment and thoughtful
planning can make the difference between
"a head in the clouds" and "ahead in the
clouds."
Geoffrey C. Tritsch is a vice president with Van-
tage Technology Consulting Group' He can be
reached at geotfrey.tritsch@vantagetcg'com'
a
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Security: Prepare to Lose Some
Network security is like tennis. No mat_
ter how good you are-whether you are
the Roger Federer or Venus Williams of
network security-eventually someone is
going to hit a ball past you. In fact, no mat_
ter how good your defenses are, somebody
is going to win some games and might even
win the occasional match,
Your job as an IT professional is to
minimize the damage, adjust to the op_
position, and keep your side in the game.
Unlike tennis, IT,s net demands securitv in
a game that will go on forever (see page l6).
All best practices should be adhered
to for network security, including due
diligence, malware protection, and access
control. "teat a college network the same
as you would a business network and vou
will benefit both in protecting the college
network and in introducing students who
will be entering the job market to proper
security practices and procedures,,, says
Frank T. Clark, senior product manager,
Niksun.
"Colleges must take action,,, agrees
Adam T. Ferrero, executive director of
network services with Temple University,s
Computer Services group, philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. "We cannot sit back and
hope for the best.
Like every college, Temple has a variety
of users on its network. They range from
students in their residence halls to com_
puter labs, classrooms, faculty offices,
administrative staff, and clinical areas. Each
requires a balance of approaches.
"We must have enforceable poli_
cies requiring antivirus (AV) and proper
patch management. Well-patched and
AV-protected workstations don't often
cause trouble. The goal is to eliminate any
unprotected machines from attaching to
the network. Layeringmore protection on
top of that just makes things all the better,,,
Ferrero states_
"It is important to make sure you have a
handle on all your servers,,, agrees Michael
Wojcik, CISSR a manager in the Global
Services practice of Acumen Solutions.
He notes that colleges have a significant
amount of public and private Ip address
space and, for many, it probably isn,t al_
located very efficiently or effectively.
On top of that, colleges are supposed to
provide free and open exchange of infor_
mation. "This inherently creates a unique
challenge," Wojcik continues. ..It is im_
portant, however, to make sure you know
where privacy and security are paramount
concerns." As an example, many universities
have medical schools where information
is protected by regulations such as HIPAA.
Therefore, all information needs to be
categorized according to its sensitivity and
protected accordingly.
Because colleges cannot harden or
control end-user workstations as a private
company can, use ofvirtual local area
networks (VLANs) is even more critical.
'A good rule of thumb is to treat an),thing
outside a protected VLAN as you would the
public Internet," Wojcik says.
Ferrero has deployed Blue Coat,s secure
Web gateway technology for several years.
"We have several proxy SG appliances,,,
Ferrero continues. Currently the number is
at six. The seventh was a SG9000 beta test
Temple participated in. .,We just ordered
)
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two SG9000s for ourselves," he continues' "We are also 
long-time
Packeteer customers [they run two PacketShaper 10000s]' We use
BIue Coat content filtering but no AV"'However' that is only 
one of
the many tools in his bag of tricks'
"We have several layers in play at this pointj'Ferrero says' "We
have pushed AV clients to desktops aggressively 
(Symantec 11 on
the university and McAfee at our health system)' We have Blue
Coat proxies protecting the labs and entire health system' 
By utiliz-
i.rg tt. content filtering, we very easily disable malware here'"
Temple's firewalls are Check Point VSX and IBM Proventia
intrusion prevention. "The Proventia discards plenty of 
packets
that match for problems," Ferrero says' After that' they 
have Pack-
etShapers that are primarily tuned to discard peer-to-peer 
traffic
signatures.
"The firewall rule set allows us to talk out but does not allow
the Internet at large to talk in," he says' "We specifically 
define what
services are available, and we keep it rather tight'"
So, ICMR HTTR and HTTPS are all a user is able to get to on 
a
Web server.
"We do our best to piace all hosts/servers on firewall-routed
networks such that from inside or outside the hosts are protected
by IPS and firewall rules," Ferrero continues'
Firewall changes are reviewed by IT's security team before
implementation"'We typically deny any request for Internet 
access
down to a workstation' Access is typically reserved for servers' 
We
have found this mitigates the bulk of the threati'he states'
Colleges have to care for what is behind the firewall' too'
Beyond the basics, automatic' cost-effective Protectlon-
including long-term retention and destruction of data-is
,"-.tnng that schools should examine"'Identifying what data
have value and may need to be retained and protected 
is a critical
component of the network environment at these universities 
and
colleges," says Kamel Shaath' CTO at KOM Networks' 
It is impor-
tant to comPly with data Protection iaws' meet the 
basic needs of
business continuity, ttt" t"tt'' and allow for reference material
in conducting research'
Under data protection laws' colleges and universities 
are
required to ensure that personal dataareprotected' secure' 
and
accurate, Shaath says' Much of the data they hold cannot 
be held
long"r than is reasonable' But this is only one set of valuable
data that needs to be protected and preserved' he notes' 
There is
also scientific research, financial information' legal information'
and so on, which may need to be held and protected 
for longer
periods.
"Management and protected storage of valuable informa-
tion should be the highest priority for any organization"'shaath
continues.
A good start is automating the life-cycle management of 
data
that need to be retained and protected' That means fitting an
archive storage management solution into the existing 
environ-
ment without disrupting day-to-day operations and 
incurring
the added exPense of training, interfaces' and expensive connec-
tors.
The place to start is leveraging existing storage' administrative
talent, and knowledge'
on every subnet. "Every single subnet"'he emphasizes' 
"It is the
easiest thing to prevent IP spoofing and ensures packets can 
be
back-tracked to their true source'"
Still, Ferrero says, "I don't see the end in sight' I'm not likely 
to
stop locking my doors when I leave home anltime soon' 
Virtual
desktop infrastructure and mobile devices change the 
require-
ments. But there is an ongoing need'"
Unfortunately, security today is really an arms race' Wojcik
says."There are always newthreats' Expenses are ongoing' 
Out-
sourcing as much as possible makes it possible to have 
an external
providei, whose iob is to provide security' to do the work' Of
.o.r.r., due diligence must be performed to ensure your 
out-
sourcer is competently handling your informationi' he adds'
The Never-Ending Game
Tennis matches go five sets' Football games last 60 minutes' 
The
security gu*. ,r.,r", ends' Experts agree that security is an endless'
ongoing game-an exPensive one'
Frank Clark compares it to maintaining a campus police de-
partment, fire department, or hospital' "security is part of being 
a
member of a global information network"'he says'
Tom Claire agrees. "It is just another operational expense and it
has been for yearsi'he says' However' he notes that the cost' 
com-
pared to most IT functions, is minimal' As a percent of a college's
IT budget, it usually is in the single digits'
Ferrerotakesacommon-Senseapproach...Regardingfirewall
rules, we log everl'thing we dropi'he says' "We log as much 
access
as we can. It has proven useful"'he notes' There are spoofing 
filters
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Moving Forward
The need for security will only grow. .As distance learning growsand more srudents ,r. 
":., lehi;d rfr. S.,.r"r,-,ie need for securitywill increase," says Tom Claire, Blue C*f, ai..*r of security
loduct marketing. He predicts th. bigg.rt.;urg".ofl.g., will seein the next year or two is in th. u_orrrit'or"ia..""ra Web mediathat students and faculty will use.
Even beyond distance learning, this will include use of servicesIike Hulu, which promises to outdistance cable TV. Claire notesthat those watching the Olympic Cu*.. *uri"a to see a particularevent-say all snowboarding events_and wanted to see it whenthey were ready...not when the network broadcast it. This tren<i,he predicts, will drive demand for Ipv6 and will increase the needfor transition gateways to handle 
"id"., t;r;,,] ura fi,r"_bu..dbro.adcasts. "Text is nice,,,Ctaire 
."y.,..br;;;;;;; 
".. 
visuat learn_ers,"
the data network for its
considerable ti.,. *itr, rlll ;ilff '* 
_." 
j ;:T i,1:ffi L,
;:il:::ilff 
x };,T,i",r :ffi:ff :,f ",ns an d pr ann ins, o ns
The Toolbox
Clark says there are two rather inexpensive tools available to everycollege: due diligence in end_user 
.a.,.uaio,' rrri protection. .,I can_not stress enough how this is a very important asiect of net*orksecurity that is frequently overlooked. a a.iU,y.u, spend substan_tial amounts of time, money, and resources to s.cu.e a networkonly to be thwarted by a single ,r". *i,frort aV j.ot..tior, o,someone who unknowingly follows malicious instructions receivedover the network,,,he says.
. 
"Ensuring compliance and updates with protective softwarealong with education of end users against 
_ufr.iw communica_tions is the first step down this roadj,he 
.o.,tirrr'r...
All of those gateways-and everything behind them_willrequire protection. However, students and faculty are more vulner_
:tj:,-,T::: l1na1i.nt ."0 llu: . -",.i,,i?_ur.,o. pay at_tentlon as they skip from one link to another before steppingoff the cliff. phishing is at an all_time high, up 585 percent inQ3 2009, and cyber arracks have seen , *" i.,Olr.rease in2008-09 as compared to the past I 5 years.
'Although not a security solution per se, many colleges
are looking at things like Ip addres.;",rug;;";t (IPAM)
solutions to help them keep track of their ip uOO..r. ,0u..,,,Wojcik says.
As a vendor, Claire says, ..Our job is to provide a clean,compliant, safe Internet experience.,,That holds for collegesor for companies.
There should be no real difference between the securityposture of a business network and a college network, Clarkmainrains...no different than when ,..";* ;;; other net_work.
"Each network is unique in its design and requirements,,,
he says, noting that this is an important consideration totake into account when implem.rti,rg u ,..".U/ir*.
The old carpenter,s saying, Measure twice, cut once,.,isjust as vital in planning computer networks and their secu-rity as it is to a carpenter,,,Clark 
,uyr. .s".,,.iif riorta ,.lr.,be an afterthought or something thrown i, ur'u, udd_o,
after the network is built.,,
Access control, physical security, data integrity, disaster
recover)z, and many other consideratior. 
_u.i be taken intoaccount at the same time as security. When Niksun designed
tContinuous surveillance is the last
step-the watchdog that never sleeps'
"The n""d of the hour is egress filtering'
lawful intercept, and constant recording of
ali network traffi,c with an eye toward any
anomaly," Clark says, noting that this con-
tinuous surveillance allows specific searches
to be performed to ensure that no unau-
thorized information is leaving the network
as well.
"We make every effort to place servers
on our host subnets," Ferrero says' They are
firewall rule set and intrusion-prevention
protected. Typical staff slrbnets have little
restriction' They are publically addressed
and can access the lnternet directly' Com-
puter labs are further protected with router
fiIters.
"They are allowed to have lnternet
access via prolT server only"'Ferrero says'
Temple's health system areas are configured
similarly, with Internet access through
proxY server onlY'
The health system has another firewall
with rule sets that allow only health system
user networks to access their hosts' "We use
router filters a lot," Ferrero says' 
"We have
environmental control systems that do 
not
require Internet access or user access' So)
watighten the iist of allowed communrca-
tion as tight as we can get it' This requlres 
a
ii of 
-ur,ug.ment, but I believe 
it is worth
the effort," h" add'' "We've gotten good 
at
categorizing things appropriately so that
the router filter rules are buiit from a tem-
plut" 1ruth", than case by case as we used 
to
do)l'
You're Going to Lose Some
Everyone and everything on campus or
reiated to the campus shouid be seen as 
a
target [or the bad guys' Fven the rtereotypi-
cal penniless student's checking account
.ur., b" hurr",ted for the pittance it holds' 
-
.tr-td u tot of students these days are not all
that Penniless'
"In addition to the security and privacy
of student information (grades' bank ac-
count info), universities also have to Protect
the intellectual content on which cur-
ricula are builtl'Wojcik says' In an era of
increased distance learning and broadband
technology, the security of this informa-
tion also becomes a challenge' How best
to protect? Or do you open some of 
your
.orrt.rrt intentionally as a recruiting tool 
or
a communitYbenelit?
Whiie there are many precautions that
can be taken, how far a school can take
its security program is usually limited by
budgetary concerns' Access control by 
way
of oIe-time tokens, biometrics' encrypted
VPN, and neecl-to-know restrictions' and
network segmentation by way of VLAN are
all available and excelient ways to protect
sensitive data.
"Despite the best protection' security
breaches occur all the timej'Clark says'
"What is important after a breach has
occurred is to contain the spread ofthe
breach and to determine the exact method
utilized and to implement countermeasures
to ensure that it does not happen again"'
Products to HelP
Technology solutions of all sorts are avail-
able. One company has an appiiance-based
scalable network security solution that
integrates several critical security functions
into-a single architecture' It is a combina-
An informal survey conducted in 2009 by
ACUTA found that while a whole range of
security threats continue to concern the
people who run higher education com-
po,.. u.ra communications networks' they
t.li"r. their networks are more secure than
flve years ago'
When it came to assessing the physical
security of their networks' respondents to
ACUTAs survey exPressed a high degree of
confidence. Only about one in six survey
respondents cited physical access as a
potentiul security weak sPot' instead seeing
vulnerabilities such as mobiie device usage
and student downloads as much greater
concerns. Also, in an overall ranking of the
ACUTA Member Networks Are More Secure
degree of danger that the various vulner-
uuiltitl., mighi pose, physical access ranked
below average, with threats such as viruses'
phishing or vishing, and student hackers
rated signifi cantlY higher'
In the ACUTA survey' 84 Percent of
respondents said they believe their campus
networks are more secure now than five
years ago, with six percent feeling less se-
.,rr., urra the remainder seeing no change'
Asked to grade their own networks'secu-
rity, the aggregate resPonse was a positive
z.i orus.al" of I (poor security) to 5 (best
securitY).
The area of their networks that the
largest percentage of respondents consider
most vulnerable is usage of mobile devices'
Thirty-five Percent of respondents see
these devices as a weak link in their security
.nur.t. O,n.. top vulnerabilities are internal
controls (named by 30 percent of respon-
dents), student downloads (29 percent)'
student hackers (23 percent)' and Internet
u...* (ZO percent)' Physical access finished
out ofthe toP five, at 18 Percent'
Physical security also flnished sixth out
of nine specific threats or weaknesses when
,a.u-. to their overall "danger" rating' The
most dangerous threats' ACUTA survey re-
spondents said, were viruses and malware'
unreliable internal controls' and phishing
or vishing'
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tion traffi c_capturing, forensic_analysis,
and security_reporting device that continu_
ously surveys the network in real time and
at line speeds to gather and analyze every
packet on the network. Users are info.med
of security breaches, intrusions, anomalies,
data leaks, and attacks as they occur.
According to the specs, it quickly answers
questions such as how a breach occurred,
what are the consequences ofa hack, precisely
what was compromised, who was affected,
why it occurred, and how corrective mea_
sures may be initiated. It integrates both
anomaly and intrusion detection into one
platform to safeguard the network with
fewer false positives. In addition to stan_
dard signature-based intrusion detection, it
also monitors the network for user-defined
and threshold-based anomalies.
Besides searching network application
content for sensitive information, on the
occurrence of an anomalous incident a
security administrator has the option to
reconstruct the application session within
which the anomaly transpired.
Another company,s solution is a scal_
able, hybrid architecture that combines two
appliances with software and a cloud_based
service to provide Web awareness and on_
demand intelligence about the latest Web
threats across the extended enterprise. The
newest versions connect to the collabora_
tive cloud defense service to obtain threat
intelligence and Web awareness.
Other companies help clients (includ_
ing universities) solve complex technology
problems by offering innovative business_
process solutions, strategy and technology
know-how, and experienced personnel who
achieve measurable results for the campus.
They help clients weave cloud computing
strategy and integration into the fabric of
their existing enterprise architecture.
Best Practices
Whatever direction you take, Clark offers
some best practices that will work at any
college on any network. Some essentials are:
. Separate resources for the public_facing
network (like the university website) and
any systems that contain sensitive data
. Proactive protection from malicious
traffic
. VLAN technology to establish need_to_
know boundaries for the internal network
. Intelligent network design that takes
into account future plans and network
growth to ensure seamless expansion with_
out costly downtime
. Regular patching and updates, to main_
tain both the security and productivitv of
the network
. Monitoring all software for changes and
bug fixes along with maintaining support
and licensing contracts for enterprise soft_
ware
. Due diligence in monitoring_easy to
implement but an often overlooked tool in
the administrator,s toolbox
No matter where in the game your
school is playing, it is simply poor form to
concede any points to the other side. Do
the easy, inexpensive things first. Thatt
like learning the basic shots. Add the trickv
spins to your security portfolio as you go
along. Soon, you,ll be in the top flight of
players-and the courtside U.rtti., *itt go
looking for someone else to pick on.
Curt Harler is a freelance writer and contributing
editor for the ACUTA Journal. Reach him at curt@
curtharler.com.
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Center for TechnologY
LeadershiP at
Excelsior College
There is no clear
pathfor technologY
leaders in higher
education to follow
when their goal
is to become a CIO'
A Potential Crisis on the Horizon
Over the past several years' Dr' Wayne Brown'
vice president and CIO at Excelsior College'
hu, b..r, studying the role of the chief infor-
mation officer in higher education settings'
His research has revealed two very criti-
cal and related issues: looming retirements
and preparedness of the next generation of
senior leaders'
lnhis 2009 Higher Education Technol-
ogy Leadership Study,Brownreported that 45
pl..rrt of higher education CIOs were planning
to retire during the next 10 years (Figure 1' CIO
Retirement Plans)' This suggests that a sig-
nificant number of opportunities will exist for
technology leaders, in the next organizational
layer down from a CIO, to move uP to the top
jof. m" pool of potential CIO candidates in this
next layer is fairly broad which means that there
could be stiff competition for those who are not
well-prepared to make the move up the ladder'
Yet, among those in the next layer down - we
will call them technology leaders or TLs - there
are concerns about both the length and nature
oftheir experience in the field' In his research'
Brown has found that, as a whole' TLs have
slightly fewer years of experience than might be
expected when compared with current CIOs' and
the mix of that experience is somewhat differ-
ent than that which is reported by existing chief
information officers'
The research, however' exposed a potentially
serious threat to quality in the candidate pool
of future CIOs, an important concern for search
firms and hiring officers at colleges and universi-
ties. Among the TLs comprising the potential
supply of CiO candidates' about 4 in 10 indicate
Which WaY is UP?
Have you ever heard the saying 
.,You 
can,t get there from here?,,
While the phrase may make for a funny
punch line in a ioke 
- 
it's part of the Down
East humor culture of Maine - it is serious
business for someone who aspires to become
a Chief Information Officer' And a corol-
lary to this for the newly minted CIO may
be "I got here, now what?"
There is no clear path for technology leaders
in higher education to follow when their goal
is to Lecome a CIO' In addition' depending
upon their backgrounds' new CIOs often find
themselves facing unexpected challenges with
issues outside of strictly technical matters such
as human resources and relationships with a
board of directors'
It's for these reasons that Excelsior College
has created the nonprofit Center for Technology
Leadership, a resource to provide leadership
training, mentoring, and networking for
aspiring and current higher education CIOs'
Figure 1. CIO Retirement Plans
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In contrast to the roles that a
CIO is expected to perform, attributes
are those characteristics and talents
that distinguish one CIO from another.
Most important, it is the extent to
which an individual possesses and
displays these attributes that determines
how effective the CIO is in the eyes of
supervisors and management colleagues.
that they are not interested in the top job or are themselves
planning to retire within the next decade. Of the remain_
ing, less than 3 in 5 technology leaders (56 percent) say they
won't even begin a concerted eflort toward becoming a CIO
within the next three years. Another 41 percent, say they don t
plan to start preparing for the CIO role for another four or
more years.
Just one-fourth (26 percent) of TLs responding to the
survey state that they hold positions that were specifically
created to take over when the CIO was unavailable. Since
there is no clear path for aspirants to follow in preparing for
the CIO role, it follows that there is no understanding of the
time it takes to acquire the necessary qualifications. Waiting
to begin preparation will not only impact an individual,s
readiness to assume command in the short term, it Iowers the
depth of the replacement candidate pool for the CIO posi-
tions that will become vacant in the next few years.
Development of the next generation of chief information
oflicers is clearly a significant issue. yet, there is a present
concern that may be less visible _ but nevertheless essen-
tial 
- 
to the effectiveness of CIOs who are not retiring,
especially those relatively new to the position. As top leaders
leave the field, there will be fewer experienced individuals
on whom those remaining on the job can rely for guidance,
advice and problem solving. peer networking and support
has been found to be a highly important element in the
CIO's success tool box.
What Does it Take to Be a CIO?
In a companion study of the roles and effectiveness of
chief information officers in higher education (Brown,
2009) both current CIOs and colleagues who are members
of the management team at the same institution were sur_
veyed. The various roles that a CIO plays were identified
as shown in the chart below.
Higher education CIOs and their management colleagues
appear to have fundamental agreement on the basic roles
that CIOs are expected to play and on the level of importance
Figure 2. GIO Roles
Business Partner --+
Provider 
-f
Contract Oversight 
-+
lT Strategist 
-)
lntegrator --+
lT Educator --+
Organizational strategic ptanning and revising business processes
Foundation of lI support and responsive departmenl
Relationships with lr vendors, conkact negotiation, and contract supervision
Ensure security and accuracy of institutional data and alignment of
lT depa(ment with the institution
lntegration of all internal and external systems
Evangelist for computer use and understanding
Educator of employees on how IT innovations bring value to the organization
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these roles have at their respective institutions' For example'
both groups rank being a classic IT support provider and
.".riig u, un o,r"rr"", ofIT-related contracts as foundational
CIO roles. They also agree that being a business partner and
an IT educator are the least important among CIO roles'
As might be expected, there are variations in the titles' age'
gender and reporting relationships of CIOs depending upon
the size of the institution. There are also variations among
the fields in which CIOs have earned their academic creden-
tials. There is strong evidence that CIO candidates without an
advanced degree may have limited growth Prospects'
What is quite telling among all the research results' from
both 2009 and preceding years, is a set of attributes that
describe the successful CIO. In contrast to the roles that a
CIO is expected to perform, attributes are those characteris-
tics and talents that distinguish one CIO from another' Most
important, it is the extent to which an individual possesses and
displays these attributes that determines how effective the CIO
is in the eyes of supervisors and management colleagues'
For ClOs bY ClOs
The Center for Technology Leadership at Excelsior Col-
lege has been established to help aspiring higher education
CiOs, and those already in the job, to better understand
the duties they will be expected to perform and to helP Put
them on a path toward developing the attributes that make
CIOs successful.
First and foremost, The Center is a resource built by CIOs
for CIOs. The executive director, Wayne A' Brown' a longtime
CIO with a PhD in educational computing' is vice president
for information technology at Excelsior College' Founded in
1971, this private, nonprofit college has been a national leader
in distance education for nearly four decades' Accredited by
the Middle States Commission on Higher Education' Excel-
sior has enabled more than 131,000 working adults to earn
degrees and gain skills, giving them the flexibility to balance
work, school, and family obligations'
A distinguishing feature of The Center is its advisory
board which includes some of the nation's most experienced
higher education practitioners. These successful leaders
represent colleges and universities ofvarying types and sizes:
public and private, small and large' They know what it takes
to be successful in the position because they live it every day'
And they are not just advisors to The Center' They are also the
industry's finest who deliver its programs'
Communication
lT Knowledge
PoliticalSavvY
Strategic Business Knowledge
. Fluent in business language
. Fluent in higher education language
.Abletocommuni0ateandpresentinformationwithouttechnicalterms
. Fluent in business language
. Fluent in higher education language
. Able to communicate and present information without technical terms
. Fluent in business language
. Able to assess situations that might be confrontational and act tactfully
. Able to work wellwith a majority of people
. Knowledge of institutional offerings
' Understanding of market and business processes
. Familiar with the comPetition
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The Center Offers Two lntensive,
Five-Day Courses
Technology Leadership: A Foundation
for Aspiring Higher Education Chief
lnlormation Officers
Designed for those individuals who are
in higher education technology manage-
ment positions and who are thinking
about advancing their career path, this
5-day course comprises a broad range of
key subjects:
. IT and higher education i:sues
. Security and compliance
. Technologygovernance
. Strategic planning
. Policy and ethics
. Financial planning
. Leadership
. Roles ofahigher education CIO
. Career preparedness
Leadership and the Higher Education
Chief lnformation Officer
Designed for collegiate CIOs who have
been in this critical leadership position for five
years or less, this 5-day course includes a wide
variety ofkey topics:
. Executive and board interaction
. Finance and budget
. Human resources
. Leadership
. Networking and professional development
. Roles ofa higher education CIO
. Strategic planning
. Technologygovernance
. Communication
Becoming and staying successful as CIO takes more than
just an intensive course and it doesn't happen in a vacuum.
When students participate in a course from fhe Centet
they move along as a group, learning concepts and grap-
pling with exercises collaboratively. As a result, the contacts
they make are contacts for life. Afterward, each course
comes with six hours of advising from some of the nations
foremost collegiate CIOs to help students smoothly navigate
through even the thorniest ofchallenges. Additional advis-
ing is always available.
Sharon E. Blanton chief rnformation officer, porfland State University
Timothy M, Chester Vice provost and Chief lnformation Officer,pepperdine University
Mitchel W. Davis Chief lnformation Officer, Bowdoin College
Lawrence J. Haffner Vice president lnformation Technology,
Webster University
Jov A. Hatch Vice Chancellor for lnformation Technology Services,
Virginia Community College System
Gren Hayes Vice president of Services, SunGard Higher Education
Mary Lou Hines Fritts Vice Provost and Chief lnformation Officer,
Unrversity of Missouri-Kansas City
Georqe Kahkediian Chief lnformation Offlcer and Vice Chancellor,g- '---"---''-" Connecticut State University System
J. Craio Klimczak Vice Chancellor for Technology and Educational Suppo(
Services, Saint Louis Community College
pollev Ann McClure Vice President for lnformation Technology and
Professor Emeritus, Cornell University
Gordon D. Wishon Higher Education Consultant
Center Membership
The Centert programs are designed with the individual
in mind. Institutions of higher education, and the busi_
nesses and associations that support them, are welcome
to become a member oi The Center. Because they have a
direct stake in the development and availability of a pool
ofqualified CIO candidates, these organizations can ben-
efit in a number of ways. Among them is reduced tuition
for their employees who participate in programs offered
by The Center. Other benefits include:
. Access to proprietary research
. lob adr.ertisements
. Publications on issues and trends
. Industry nervs and updates
. Discounts on consulting services
Start on the Path to CIO Success Today
For more information on the Center for Technology
Leadership at Excelsior College, visit our Web page at
CTLl,excelsior.edu or email us at CTl.Gtexcelsior.edu.
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Mick McKellar
Mobile SecuritY in the Middle
As we become increasingly mobile, our data
access goes with us on a bewildering variety
of mobile computing and communication
devices. The increased convenience and ef-
ficiency make the siren call of these devices
nearly impossible to resist. They keep us
connected and allow us to work and play
anl.where, anytime. All, however, is not
sunshine and blue skies.
Shadows lurk at the periphery of the
colorful glowing wonder of all this ac-
cess: loss of data, inadvertent release of
information, and outright theft of data.
These threats and losses are very real and
can be very expensive to pay for and to
prevent. There are at least four technologi-
cal approaches to securing the ends of the
process, and a fifth d1'namic in the middle'
Technological Approaches to Data Protection
lnvolve Four Basic DYnamics
First and most visible are software protec-
tions. Initially, flghting against malicious
virus code was the mainstay for protect-
ing computers and networks, but it is now
only one tool in the arsenal. Threats now
come in the guise of adware, sPam, and
inopportune Web downloads. Intrusion
systems and firewalls provide additional
security. Protective software provides a
shield against basic threats but cannot do
the job alone.
Second is authentication, providing
essential assurance for both the server and
the served that their connection is a trusted
one. Many modern systems require both
an informational key (a password or pass
phrase) and a physical key (a key card or
fingerprint reader).
Third is strong encryPtion of the data
in transit. If the data stream is intercepted,
without the encryption key the thief cannot
read the content. However, if the thief has
either the key or the device in hand, the
door is open.
The final step, data backuP, is often
forgotten, especially on mobile devices such
as laptops, netbooks, and smart phones.
Some mobile protective systems have the
capacity to wipe the memory of a lost or
stolen device. However, if the data on board
are not backed up, they are lost forever.
This Covers Both Ends of the Process, but
What About the Middle?
There is a fifth, non-technological dynamic
to consider: the interaction ofpeople and
security policies. Protective software is
less effective if not updated, and useless
if not installed. Authentication (usually a
password) is less effective if shared, written
down, or weak. Encryption slows down
mobile devices, making this an enticing
step to skip. Backup is often simply forgot-
ten or ignored. How do you strengthen this
"fifth dynamic" in the security process?
fustin Ragsdale, director of network
operations, division of technology services
at Wentworth Institute of Technology,
and Matthew K. Arthur, director, incident
communications solutions, information
services and technology at Washington
University in St. Louis, provided answers to
four pointed questions. These schools are
very diverse: Wentworth Institute of Tech-
nology is a small school, with about 3'600
students. Washington University is much
Iarger (about 13,000 students). Please keep
this in mind as you read their responses.
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Question: Have the problems grown so
diverse and the options so great that cen-
tralized security solutions can no longer
be effective?
Matt: I would have to say that the problems
have always been diverse and centralized
security solutions have rarely been the an-
srver (or effective). "Defense-in-depth" is a
phrase that is commonly used within IT by
those responsible for security and privacy.
That being said, technology is rarely the
"solution"-but more often a means to ac-
complish or assist with university policy.
Universities are, by their nature, verv
diverse with different technology support
layers that rarely work universally. One
school/department within the university
might take some measure to comply with
university policy that is totally dif-
lerenl lrom the approach ofanother
school/department. We have chosen
to provide some enterprise-level IT-
security services (edge intrusion de-
tection, basic internal scans, and oth-
ers), but leave it up to departmental
desktop support to assure installation r;]1;
and update ofpatches, antivirus, and
so on. One interesting development:
Having a respected network security
office helps the schoolidepartment IT
folks make more robust changes since
they can "blame it on the network
security fo1ks."
Iustin: I would say that centralized
security solutions still play a very
important role in the network infra-
structure. \\riil this start to change
in the coming years? Probably, but
for most institutions, a centralized
approach will be necessary for the en-
vironment in which we live and work.
Unlike professional environments
that can have strict desktop/laptop
polices (where users are not admin-
istrators of their computers), in the
education environment this is usuallv
not the case. This creates a strong need to
central[v control the policies on computers
and securitv solutions.
I'm not sure I would say the problems
har.e become so diverse; if anything, they
might be more contained. It's the effect that
these problems cause that has grol,r,n and
will be the future driving force.
Question: Is the solution for the central
security providers to work with individu-
al users, recognizing their central role in
maintaining security?
Matt: If by "individual users" you are refer-
ring to the school/department IT support
folks, then yes. We have more than 12,000
students, 15,000 staff/facu1t,v, and six cam-
puses. There is no way our network security
office could ever "effectuallv" reach out to
that many individuals.
fustin: Yes. There is only so much that
security products can do. Awareness is just
as important, if not more important, than
the actual products that are installed 1oca1ly
and at the core. Having the individual users
as the first line of defense will aid in the
protection of the data. As IT members we
are not the owners of the data, we simply
provide efficient and effective methods to
access the data. The end users need to be
aware of the importance of data security.
Question: What is your college or univer-
sity doing to work with the users?
Matt: Mostly fwe have] programs aimed
at students via our student technology ser-
UIilI
srrrll}jiljrliiiL;:; J ;:t*l;;,r;l;it;: *;ilj "jl*l**:;x;
., ., ,*ll.ll.ri:,f ui*,:,i;ri rilrJ !?rJi ,r$ltrlt
vices office, which provides documentation,
training, and support to our residential
population directly and all students indi-
rectly. See STS Safe Computing: http://sts.
wustl.edu/sts/index.php?option=com-cont
ent&view=article&id=82&Itemid=66
The school/department IT support folks
reach out to individual users as appropriate.
|ustin: Recently the Massachusetts gov-
ernment passed new laws that require
educational institutions to have plans in
place regarding how they are handling PII
Ipersonally identifiable information] data
on the campus, as well as dictating that any
PII data that leave the campus on a mobile
device be encrypted. IT is not leading this
initiative but is at the forefront of many
of the decisions and solutions. Prior to
this, many users did not look at security
as part of their job description or have a
full understanding regarding the scope.
Within our IT department, we have of-
ficially created a security compliance team
responsible for gathering data regarding
systems security, identi$.ing risk, identify-
ing solutions, and providing guidance to
other departments. Other departments are
creating similar committees.
For the public in general, we plan to
increase the number of campaigns (e-mail
blasts, posters, information sessions) to
end users to increase awareness regarding
desktop/laptop security and data security.
Currently, these announcements are only
made in response to an incident, but going
forward we will be doing them at strategic
times during the year. In addition, we will
be increasing the level of security fea-
tures on the desktops. This includes such
measures as screen-saver lockouts, stricter
password rules, installing encryption
software, moving people's desktops into a
;:::t ::]-"nment' 
and potentiallv other
There have also been talks about doing
official security training for those people
who have been identified as having access to
PII data.
Question: Where do you think increas-
ingly limited dollars for security should be
spent?
Matt: Your comments about data and
mobility strike a chord. Our smartphones
on campus recently started requiring a
four-digit password after a certain number
of seconds of non-activity or when starting
up. This was a minor change to the BES
(Blackberry Enterprise Server) in response
to some new policy clarification.
I would like to see more dollars fol-
lowing data and mobility. For example,
our medical school has started providing
two-factor authentication thumb drives
(finger-print and password). We need to
spend more effort on laptops in particular
to assure encryption, and so on. However,
that won't happen without clearer guidance
from university policy.
Justin: Identity lifecycle management
(ILM) software. The questions that people
should be asking are: Do you know who
has access to your data? Do people who no
longer work at your institute still have ac-
cess to your data? Do they have an account?
When people move from one department
to another, is there a formal process for
changing their access rights? How often
is this reviewed, and who reviews it? All of
these questions can be answered ifyou have
ILM. Can the department/division heads
run real-time audits against who has access
to their data? What was normally an IT
operation should be moved to the division/
department level. Increasing visibility into
system access will help people understand
that they can control the environment.
Conclusion
Comments from Justin Ragsdale summa-
rized the situation very well.
"When it comes to security, I think that
you really need to increase awareness of
what it means and how the users can help.
Because it is talked about all the time, some
of the basics have eluded people. Common
sense is still sometimes the best solution. A
lot of people think, 'Oh, IT has us secured"
In reality, IT can only secure data and end-
points to an extent. We would love to keep
data all in one location, with very limited
access rights, but doing this decreases the
value of the data and ultimately alienates
those you serve.
"With the increasing number and vari-
ety of mobile devices in our environments
that are usually not under IT's control, end
users need to understand the risk. IT also
needs to adapt to the new technologies and
allow users to access data through more de-
vices in a secure manner. The amount and
use of mobile devices is one of the main
driving forces behind security initiatives.
While security initiatives are mainly reac-
tive, I think that IT application and mobile
developers need to develop mobile access
directly into the initial design stage of ser-
vices. Instead of thinking,'Okay, now that
we have this application, how can we make
it mobile?'they should make it mobile to
begin with. This will help to ensure that the
same security initiated for the application/
service is applied to the mobile app/access."
Thanks to Iustin Ragsdale and Matt Ar-
thur for sharing their insights into mobile
security issues. Although technology can
provide security at both ends of the pro-
cess, the people in the middle are crucial
to the protection of critical data. Large or
small, institutions must acknowledge the
critical role of the user. The users must
know what is needed and what is expected
as part of the team safeguarding their own
and their institution's data. With greater
freedom comes greater responsibility.
Elwin (Mick) McKellar is a freelance writer and
professional archivist who regularly contributes to
the ACUTA Journaltrom his home in Michigan's
Upper Peninsula. Reach him at mick@pasty.net.
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Thanks to all the companies that support ACUTA as Corporate Affiliates!
Year after year, our Corporate Affiliates provide meaningful support to the association and its members as they contribute valuable infor-
mation in sessions, in our publications, and on the listserv; provide personal attention and excellent customer service; and participate in
our events by presenting, exhibiting, sponsoring, and attending. As you have need of various products and services, we encourage you to
include ACUTA Corporate Affiliates in your RFI/RFP solicitations. (Note: List of members as of 5/a/10)
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Things You Might (or Might Not) Know
About Convergence Planning
Organizing planning and funding requests
is an important part of a campus's transi-
tion to convergence technologies. Generally,
technology convergence refers to combin-
ing voice, data, and video services onto the
institution's data network. In the context of
unified communications, convergence also
includes messaging (e.g., voicemail, e-mail,
IM, and fax) and collaboration (e.g., screen
sharing and whiteboarding) channels. It's a
centralization of services that, on the face
of it, should create cost savings; technical
and operational efficiencies; and a better,
easier-to-manage IT environment. Well,
maybe so, maybe not. It all depends on
your specific situation.
Being able to present and justifr rel-
evant information on your convergence
project will greatly aid your requests for
funding. Analyzing convergence requires
consideration of a number of complex
issues, including technical, financial, and
organizational issues, user issues, and plan-
ning issues-and something that overlays
all of these, and is often not clearly con-
sidered: political issues. The institutional
politics surrounding all of these issues plays
a role, Iike it or not.
Politics
Let's talk a little about politics before
getting into the more obvious aspects of
convergence. Institutional politics has to be
considered in any discussion that impacts
the technologies that keep your college or
university running.
So question number one is: As a CIO or
a senior IT directot what is your place in
the institutional hierarchy? Are you report-
ing at a level high enough in your adminis-
tration to be effectively heard? If not, take
that into consideration when planning for
change. IT is a strategic resource, and if it's
not considered one by senior administra-
tion, you have an important political issue
that needs to be considered and dealt with.
It can and will have a signiflcant impact on
what needs to be done versus what actually
gefs done.
Institutionally, who gets what financial
resources is a political issue. How much
should be spent on technology when there
are other academic priorities that may be
starving? What's the best way to fund tech-
nology so that it's not only sustained but
improved going forward? How can your
organization be expected to provide first-
rate services if you don't have authority to
hire and train the right people? These are
all important political issues that play into
the mix. To the extent necessary, they need
to be brought to the table and discussed
openly.
Technology
At the most basic level, technology-wise
you need to look at such things as existing
hardware and electronics along with the
software that makes the systems work, their
age and condition, and how well they serve
your needs. What would best replace them,
and how would this new hardware and
software function? This, of course, refers to
all of your systems-voice, video, comput-
ing, and network systems (both wired and
wireless).
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It also includes the infrastructure your
systems run on: the inside and outside
cable and wire plant, its pathway (conduit,
duct banks, and manholes) and the tech-
nology closets that house cable distribution
as well as electronics and their support
systems (HVAC, power, etc.). The condi-
tion of distribution closets is often the most
complex and costly aspect of the entire
convergence effort.
Organizational lssues
You've probably heard "technology is easy:
managing it is hard." Dealing with the
organizational issues that come along with
convergence can be very troublesome-and
not just in the short term.
Converged systems work differently
than the systems we're used to, with the
emphasis being on the data network. The
most common and obvious example of
this comes when your tried-and-true PBX
becomes "just another application" on your
data network. Everlthing changes: percep-
tions of the importance of voice service and
how it's used, service delivery techniques
and options, required skill sets, and orga-
nizational hierarchies. PIus, egos can, and
often do, clash.
These issues are also true to one degree
or another in how computing and video
services are managed and delivered. In the
former, consolidating databases, sharing in-
formation, and improved collaboration are
extremely desirable. But management and
maintenance become much more complex.
The same is true with video applica-
tions-and there are many of them, rang-
ing from "simple" entertainment offerings,
to video teleconferencing, to classroom and
distancelearning applications. And don't
forget the variety of security applications
that offer management challenges ranging
from who manages what to all of the legal
and privacy implications involved.
To some degree all of these manage-
ment issues currently exist, but with con-
vergence they will be dealt with differently;
in fact, they mustbe dealt with differently
if you expect to enjoy the full benefits of
convergence.
User lssues
Your users shouldn't become the victims
of all the good things that convergence will
bring. Generally speaking, and as good
providers of IT services, you should have
an accurate feel for how satisfied your user
community is with your current systems
and services.
More specifically, you should have a feel
for the specific sore points that exist. Not
enough features in your telephone system?
Too many competing databases to contend
with in your computing systems? Are there
bottlenecks in your network that some-
times slow everything down? Students
getting tired of Lawrence Welk reruns?
At a different level, are your users
demanding services you know they need
but you can't provide? Or are they looking
for things that you know, in your heart
of hearts, they don't need? Are they-or
worse, is senior management-driving you
crazy with the latest fad of the moment
drawn from this month's issue of their
favorite airline magazine?
Finance and the Budget
Money and how to get it is, of course, the
most important issue of all, and it's one of
the drivers of this article. Having a good
handle on your current finances is critical if
you re going to succeed.
What are your current operational
costs? Capital costs? How much are you
spending to refresh and update hardware
and software in each of these systems? Is
system refresh being done on a regular
systematic schedule? (Let's hope.) How
much are you spending on your cable plant
and pathway infrastructure each year, and
what's the outlook for the future of these
expensive systems? And where is this
money coming from? Annual appropria-
tions from your institution? User fees?
Grants and contracts? Debt? How stable is
this income?
And the beat goes on. What is your sunk
investment? That is, what do you (i.e., your
budget and/or your institution's) still owe
on these systems? Are all of your systems
fully paid for, or is there significant debt
service still to be retired? Unless you're
willing to write off existing debt, the cost
for convergence can be tough to justifr.
New systems have new costs associated with
them, some not obvious until a full analysis
is done. A key element of your planning
process is the financial analysis that will
justifr the cost of new systems.
Don't forget to count soft and hard dol-
lar savings, especially as a technological so-
lution may pay for itself over some period
of time. Presence and mobility elements
of a unified communications solution, for
example, often have very short payback
periods.
Planning lssues
It's probably fair to say that you have a
pretty good handle on a lot of this, but
it's also probably fair to say that some of
it keeps you tossing and turning at night
sometimes. This is where good and com-
prehensive planning comes in.
You can't implement a comprehensive
convergence plan all at once, even if you
think you have the energy and the skills
to do it. It's too complicated, and circum-
stances change too quickly. Notice we
didn't say technology changes too quickly.
Everyone knows that, and it's mentioned
constantly for one reason or another.
The fact is, all of these things change
too fast. One day you re rich, the next day
the bottom has fallen out. The president
has suddenly resigned and the new one
has a completely different perspective and
agenda. Your PBX vendor just sent a letter
telling you they're not going to support
your voice system after next year. An air
conditioner went out last Friday night, and
by Sunday afternoon an entire network hub
was cooked before anyone noticed. Oh, and
technology is changing really fast too.
The planning for all these things needs
to be started in terms of an overall, general
review of all your systems and services,
based on the issues discussed above. What
are their strengths and weaknesses, and
what are the logical priorities that should
be set in place to guide the order in which
things will be done? Maybe you know all
of this already-it's all in your head, but
it needs to be put into a formal plan that's
understood and agreed to by senior man-
agement.
Summary
Let's summarize by identifying the es-
sentials. To obtain funding there are three
basic things to accomplish. Develop your
case, establish your expertise, and sell it to
senior management. In doing so, keep the
following in mind:
l. Politics: Think about your position and
role in the administration of the institu-
tion. To whom do you report, and is IT
considered a strategic resource? If not, talk
seriously about this with your superiors.
Like it or not, IT systems and services must
be treated as a strategic resource. IT is too
important and too expensive, and its man-
agement is too complicated to be treated
otherwise.
2. Analysis: Look at all of your systems
and services with a jaundiced eye-one
that takes into consideration the following
issues:
. The age and the usefulness ofeach tech-
nology and service and their importance
and applicability to your users
. The impact that changing the technol-
ogy or service will have on those users and
your institution
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. The impact that it will have on your
organization and how the new system(s)
will be managed
. The short- and long-term financial
ramifications of the needed changes (both
capital and operational) over the life ofthe
system. Again, it's not just about cost, but
also about the bottom line. Revenue (top
line) increases are possible. Cost savings
are possible as well, through improved effi-
ciency and productivity, enhanced commu-
nications and collaboration, shorter time to
market/solution/resolution, and so on.
3. Prioritization: Prioritize the work to
be done and determine generally how
the upgrades or replacements can best be
accomplished to ensure an optimum IT
environment now and in the future. (No-
tice the term "optimum IT environmentj'
not "optimum converged environment."
Chances are it will be converged in the long
term, but you must do what's best in the
short and medium term also. And you must
do what's best for your institution, not
what some smart guy outside thinks is best
for your institution.)
4. Plan: It is extremely important that
senior management see IT as a strategic
resource in running the institution. From
your analysis and prioritization, develop
an overall strategy and plan for discussion,
buy-in, and approval ofsenior manage-
ment:
. Make senior management part of the
ongoing process.
. Develop their understanding of the is-
sues and gain their support.
' Make them contributors to the plan.
. Give them a stake in the work to be ac-
complished.
Conclusion
Sound easy? It's not. The transition to
convergence takes careful planning for
successful results. It is also a critical activity
to secure approval ofbudget requests and
adequate funding. And beyond that there's
a number five to add to our list above:
5. Specific plans: Based on your priori-
ties, take the systems and services that need
attention hrst. Perform a specific, detailed
assessment that takes into consideration
and line-tunes the issues developed above.
From this accomplish the following steps:
' Review and select potential vendors
and/or service providers.
. Develop a detailed request for proposal
(RFP) document.
. Distribute to selected vendors/service
providers.
. Manage the process (question period,
on-site meetings, campus tours, and so on.
. Analyze responses and select vendors/
service providers.
. Negotiateappropriatecontracts.
. Implement.
Don't forget to maintain a long-term
view and build in a high level of flexibility:
Change is constant.
Mike Grunder, past president ol ACUTA, is a
c0nsultant with Vantage Technology Consulting
Group. He can be reached at michael.grunder@
vantagetcg.com.
Paul Kirvan is a freelance writer who specializes in
technology topics. He can be reached at pkirvan@
msn.c0m.
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Janet A. Hutton
Reviewing the Lessons f rom Security 101
Back in December, Virginia Bentley, direc-
tor of telecom services at Illinois Institute
of Technology (IIT), posted a message to
the ACUTA listserv. IIT was being flooded
with calls from cell phone users around the
country who saw that one of IIT's DIDs
had called them, but the caller left no mes-
sage in their voicemail. So they called IIT
(the DID) to ask who had called, and the
group assigned the DID was being over-
whelmed.
'After a time," says Bentley, "we discon-
nected the DID, which sends a caller to an
announcement in our G3R that says:'You
have reached an unidentified extension at
Illinois Institute of Technology. Please hang
up and dial the main number <spoken
number> for further assistance.'
"The major flood of calls has stopped,
but we get one or two a day. However, these
are harassment calls for which we could
erroneously be blamed. We considered
putting a voice mailbox on the DID with a
special message. The preferred solution is
to find out who is placing nationwide calls
to people's cell phones ... and report them
to the authorities."
Bentley says she even googled the DID
to see if a company had posted it on the
Internet as their number. She found "a few
websites that listed a complaint against the
number and described what I did here, but
I do not know who polices those sites. It
also looks like this is a widespread problem
with other numbers."
Bentley might also have suggested that
call recipients contact their telecom office
to have their lines monitored to determine
the "actual" origin ofthe call (if, in fact,
someone was masking their number with
IIT's DID). Someone might also have been
accessing dial tone off IIT's PBX. Putting a
mailbox on the DID and encouraging the
caller to leave a message would allow the
telecom of6ce to run CDR from the local
voice messaging system and determine the
actual origin of the call. Bottom line: This
is a security issue, and security is an issue
we all must address.
Stopping the Hackers
\{hen I think of systems security, what
first comes to mind is hackers. We all know
what a hacker is-it's someone accessing
another person's computer without autho-
rization, or gaining unauthorized access
to a computer system or data belonging to
someone else. Hackers are usually comput-
er enthusiasts, tlpically skilled in computer
technology and programming but lacking
in ethics.
As a manager of voice messaging
systems, I am always concerned about
enabling the appropriate protocols to
prevent the system from being hacked. For
example, we change passwords frequently,
and ensure that passwords are not obvi-
ous and don't start with'0." We change the
system manager password when a system
administrator leaves the organization. We
are focused on setting our system param-
eters to secure our system and Prevent any
external forces from gaining access.
In years past, direct inward system ac-
cess (DISA) was feared as a hazardous entry
point for potential hackers. DISA is a PBX
feature by which a caller, upon entering a
code through a touch-tone phone, gets an-
other dial tone for accessing some or all of
the featurbs of the PBX, such as making an
overseas call or leaving a voicemail message.
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( www.businessdictionary. com/defi nition/
direct-inward- system- access -DISA.html)
When I worked as senior telecommuni-
cations coordinator in the pharmaceutical
industry, my boss cautioned us about DISA,
although we still used the feature (with a
secure access code) to set up for remote
workers during our telecommuting pilot
program. Recently, I asked Vincent Laprete,
Princeton's SL-100 switch programmer, for
his thoughts on DISA and how applicable
(or not) that feature is today. He replied:
"Over the last decade, the use of direct
inward system access has decreased dramat-
ically, and rightfully so. DISA has always
been looked at as a risky proposition at best
due to the system vulnerabilities that it cre-
ates. Some companies still use it as a means
of allowing remote or traveling users access
into the company's phone system to make
long-distance calls rather than dealing
with supplying calling cards or cell phones.
This trend has been reduced because of the
practicality of cell phones.
"DISA can be a useful tool, and still has
some specific uses today. We do use it cur-
rently on a very limited basis and have very
strong password restrictions in place as
hackers have long seen it as a weak link into
a target's phone system. If someone were to
use it today, we would suggest starting with
a strong password policy, including obscure
passwords, changing them regularly, dili-
gently monitoring accounts, and deleting
unused accounts in a timely manner. If
DISA is not being used on your system, we
suggest having it removed from your PBX.
"All in all, we believe that DISA still has
specific merits when diligently monitored,
but with the other options available today,
we might choose to avoid it."
FCC Recommendations
The Federal Communications Commission
describes measures for voicemail subscrib-
ers to prevent hackers from dropping dial
tone or placing calls from a voice messaging
system as follows:
. Always change the default password
from the one provided by the voicemail
vendor.
. Choose a complex voicemail password
of at least six digits, making it more dif-
ficult for a hacker to detect.
. Change your voicemail password fre-
quently.
. Don't use obvious passwords such as an
address, birth date, phone number, or re-
peating or successive numbers (i.e. 000000,
1234s6).
. Checkyour recorded announcement
regularly to ensure the greeting is indeed
yours. Hackers tend to attack voicemail-
boxes at the start of weekends or holidays.
. Consider blocking international calls, if
possible.
. Consider disabling the remote notifica-
tion, auto-attendant, call-forwarding, and
out-paging capabilities of voice mail if
these features are not used. (vr"vr.wfcc.gov/
cgb/consumerfacts/voicemailfraud.html).
Securing the Users
Protecting our PBX and voice systems
from the grasp of a hacker who wants us
to pay for his unauthorized long-distance
phone calls or wants access to data that is
unavailable to him is certainly an impor-
tant priority. But another component of
systems security, protecting the end users,
must be taken seriously as well. Princeton
University's telecommunications team
(which includes our business office, switch
room, and voice messaging managers) is
called upon to assist with a variety of end-
user situations.
On September 11,2001, for example,
the telecom staffwas asked to provide a
communications response to the attacks
that occurred on that infamous day. The
team members, along with their staffs,
implemented an emergency call center
with a bank of phones programmed into a
hunt group to route calls to one emergency
number with a large-capacity voicemail
box, mirrored on the phone of the universi-
ty's director of community relations.
In addition, we responded to the
concerns of students who could not reach
relatives and friends in NewYork City due
to extreme traffic on the outbound lines
to New York. Our quick-thinking switch
room staff and manager thought to reroute
calls through Philadelphia and increase the
probability of calls reaching New York City.
While this latter example represents an
extreme situation, the telecom staff is often
called upon by Princeton University public
safety to support the faculty, staff, and
students in less dramatic circumstances.
Occasionally, someone from public safety
or an end user will come to us regarding
a harassing phone call. Ultimately, public
safety must provide the final approval for
the telecom team to take action. Accord-
ing to our manager of telecommunications
support and administration, one of the
simplest ways to deal with this issue is to
block phone calls from the harasser.
Conclusion
Our campuses are by nature very vulner-
able. We have a mandate to make informa-
tion available, but we are challenged to
protect our users-including faculty, staff,
and students. It is imperative that we re-
member the basics as we consider not only
how we can enhance our system security
but how our system can enhance security
for our people.
Janet Hutton is the manager of voice messaging
systems at Princelon University. Reach her at
hutton @ princeton.edu.
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How Universities Can Persevere in the
Security Marathon
Data theft is a constant threat in universi-
ties across America. More than ever, we
hear horror stories that make CIOs at every
school cringe-prestigious schools in the
news for failing to prepare for the possibil-
ity of user information being stolen or lost.
One of the most recent examPles is
the University of California at Berkeley,
where restricted electronic databases for
UC Berkeley's University Health Services
were breached last year by hackers based
overseas. In a laudable effort, UC Berkeley
officials were quick to address the issue in
a public and forthright manner with those
affected by the data breach, and promptly
took steps to put even more protections in
place to try to prevent such a breach from
happening again.
Still, at some point university CIOs
have to ask themselves, "\4lhat else do I
have to do to win this security marathon?"
University ICT security professionals are in
a bad spot. Whereas most companies have
legal authority to access all user files and
devices on their networks, universities do
not. A university setting comprises one of
the most dlmamic ICT user populations
out there. Teachers, students, and research-
ers access resources through computer labs
and other institutional resources. They also
bring personal computers on campus and
plug in to the network.
Yet, unless the school's security policies
mention it, none of these systems and the
data they contain are owned by the school
itself.
Dave Durbin Not Enough "Running" Hours
I recently spoke with a university CSO who
had spent 20 to 30 hours per week for the
last year just trying to develop Processes
and keep up with required policy work to
comply with new regulations. With the
strain on budgets and the size of ICT de-
partments for most schools, this approach
is just not tenable over the long term.
The problem is that compliance takes
time, and for many there just aren't enough
hours in a day to keep up. That's because
they need to rethink the way they look
at security-it goes beyond just product
implementations. Like any good quality
initiative, it begins with policies, process,
and training. But it also must include en-
forcement; otherwise, the security policies
aren't worth the bytes they consume.
\Ahy is this important? The motiva-
tor for campus data and system security is
clear: It's expected. Campus users exPect
security, and it's a school's responsibility
to ensure it. The law also expects it. But in
the end, any invasion of personal informa-
tion reflects poorly on the reputation of
everyone involved. If security weren't an
expectation, credit card companies and the
government wouldn't threaten imprison-
ment and massive fines to drive home the
seriousness of the issue.
The security challenges are exacerbated
by recent changes in regulations like PCI,
HIPAA, and FERPA, and how those stan-
dards affect people whose identities and
personal records are stored in university
ICT systems. Today, there are several major
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Iaws already on the books that protect
information in university networks:
. TheGramm-Leach-BlileyAct (GLBA)
protects personal financial information
including the amount of assets, positions
held in stocks or funds, outstanding debts,
and purchases. \,Vhile the Federal Tiade
Commission views universities as financial
institutions, it ruled that universities that
comply with FERPA are by nature in com-
pliance with GLBA. This does not exempt
universities from safeguarding regulations,
though. Universities must adopt informa-
tion security measures to comply with the
C LBA Safeguarding Provisions.
. The Payment Card Industry (PCI) Data
Security Standard is a guideline from credit
card companies to help organizations that
process card payments prevent credit card
fraud and other security vulnerabilities
or threats. Failure to comply risks losing
the ability to make transactions and being
audited or fined by the PCI Security Stan-
dards Council.
. The Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA) outlines use
and disclosure of protected health informa-
tion (PHI). PHI is any information about
health status, provisions for healthcare, or
payment linked to an individual. In higher
education settings, entities covered by
HIPAA regulations may include university
health services, hospitals, clinics, faculty
practice plans, health plans, and poten-
tially any department conducting research
involving human subjects.
' The Family Educational Rights and Pri-
vacy Act of 1974 (FERPA) is a federal law
that protects the privacy of student infor-
mation and educational records, including
foreign students' visas. Al1 schools receiving
funds through the Department of Educa-
tion must comply.
But none of these laws have any teeth
if the university doesn't create a strong,
effective plan to safeguard users. In a recent
ECAR IT study, l0 percent of the 435 insti-
tutions surveyed said they didn't have any
poliry at all, while 37 percent had policies
that were still in the implementation stage.
That's not going to get it done.
Most university policies are a combina-
tion of a confidentiality agreement and the
school's security policy. Policies should go
beyond that to include security measures
and procedures as well as an end-user
agreement stating the individualt agree-
ment to comply with stated laws.
The breadth of coverage in each policy
depends on the institution, but formal poli-
cies should include most of the following:
1. Appropriate use of institutional assets
2. System access control
3. Authority to terminate Internet access
4. Data security
5. Network security
6. Enforcement of institutional policies
7. Desktop security
8. Physical security of assets, residence halls,
remote devices, and application develop-
ment
Clearing the Hurdles
In my experience, it works best to take a
nontechnical approach in writing the policy,
$haping e*rp*r*?* Emage T?rr**git
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considering that most users on campus are
unfamiliar with technical jargon and acro-
nyms. Formatting a clear plan establishes
user guidelines while enabling universities
to remove unnecessary components of their
security policies. A successful ICT security
policy can be measured by how well various
departments and university members are
engaged in its development.
University ICT departments also need
a plan to communicate clearly, broadly,
frequently, and visibly with users, and to
train them on the policies. Too often infor-
mation policies are published and nobody
knows about them.
Also, it is critical that policies be moni-
tored and enforced. Some ICT organiza-
tions don't see a significant decline in the
number of incidents in their systems until
they implement monitoring technology or
procedures and widely publish discovered
incidents. This is something UC Berkeley
understood when it publicized the data
breach so quickly after discovery, once the
authorities had been notified.
Additionally, it is imporlant to review
processes from a security standpoint. It is
surprising in this day and age how often
users are asked to supply Social Security
numbers in comment forms that don't
use SSL security. Changing processes that
collect sensitive information is critical to
successful policy implementation.
It may seem obvious, but universities
should also ensure that all confidential
information is obfuscated. It's easy to be
lax in maintaining credit card information,
and users generally aren't aware of the risks
they take when entrusting their personal
information to schools and corporations.
Universities need be clear that certain fields
will always be in another format when
reviewed (i.e., noo<-norx-xxxx-5760).
Closing the Door on the Walk-Outs
Many university ICT departments wrestle
with what data to encrypt. As a rule, start
by encrypting arry data that can easily "walk
out" ofyour facility, such as laptops, desk-
tops, tape drives, and removable media. It's
a smart idea to encrlpt databases contain-
ing sensitive information, but unfortu-
nately this is a decision universities end up
making based on economics versus risks in
too many cases.
Universities should also be using
vendors that offer regulation-compli-
ant solutions. They will need to appoint
compliance project managers and create a
plan. Regulations such as HIPAA and PCI
add challenges to following requirements.
PCI is often addressed by segmenting data
and access with something as simple as a
firewall. The PCI scope should be tightly
managed, in case future comPliance gaps
require remediation.
Before hiring a licensed provider, a uni-
versity should research and prepare for spe-
cific legal requirements when conducting
internal audits. VeriSign recently released a
report that analyzed the highest percentage
of assessments that failed PCI audits. Top
requirements that organizations failed to
meet were protecting stored data, regularly
testing security systems and processes, and
assigning unique IDs to each person with
computer access. Over 70 percent of all as-
sessments failed in these categories. Paying
close attention to weaknesses provides a
solid framework to address issues before
and after an audit.
Another common concern is whether
a university needs penetration or vulner-
ability testing, or both. Most enterprise
organizations just perform vulnerability
(risk) testing. But a better approach may be
penetration testing, which involves active
exploitation of security vulnerabilities that
could crash or disrupt a university's ICT
system.
Train for the Long Run
Vr4rile all of this may sound intimidating,
universities that include all stakeholders
during implementation of a new or revised
security policy have a higher degree of suc-
cess. Ideally, the president, dean, board of
trustees, internal and external auditors, and
a campus task force with members drawn
from key departments should be involved
as the policy is developed. Execution of
these policies should be shared with both
administrators and end users.
Training and appropriate documenta-
tion should be set up with an internal audit
conducted after implementation. Universi-
ties should work with their communica-
tions departments to maximize publicity
about the new policies, either through on-
campus advertising, social media channels
or school website or newspaper. Messaging
should explain that security changes help
users, not just the school.
Iuggling to keep a university system
open and accessible while maintaining a se-
cure network takes discipline. For instance,
implementing a new plan may be delayed
by other issues within a security policy.
Universities shouldn't hesitate to make
ongoing revisions as long as changes are
shared with users. Above all, this security
marathon demands the focus of an elite
athlete who understands that the race is not
a sprint, but a journey.
Dave Durbin is the business development partner
and a coJounder of Laurus Technologies. He can
be reached at ddurbin@laurustech.com.
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Security Snapshots of 3 Campuses
Miami University: Solid Security
At Miami University of Ohio, director of
network engineering and telecommuni-
cations Chris Bernard says there is solid
physical security, thanks to "a variety of
measures based on the needs of what is
being secured. We employ a range of proac-
tive and detective-level controls, including
monitored and unmonitored alarm sys-
tems, access control, motion-activated and
continuous-monitoring video, and secured
but unmarked rooms.
"The falling cost of Ethernet-connected
video cameras led us to implement these
in many of our critical areas," Bernard
explains. "While these devices are not con-
tinually recording, they are activated based
on motion or contact, allowing us to track
entry into secure areas."
In general, Bernard says, improvements
at Miami have been made in the form of
monitored alarm systems, of which the
video monitoring is a part, with an eye to
the school's PCI compliance initiatives.
For instance, he notes, "we have imple-
mented a control system that allows the
wireless network to act as a single entity
instead of thousands of individual access
points. This allows us to detect rogue access
points in the network down to a defined
space, and if necessary, take the offending
device offline."
Miami has not seen a major physical
security incident, Bernard says, adding,
"Most incidents we have experienced over
the last few years have been situations
where authorized personnel have mistak-
enly unplugged a device or bumped a cord,
impacting service. In these instances we
have used our resources to identif| who or
what caused the outage."
Notre Dame: Tight in the Core
At Notre Dame, physical security is tight
for the network core, the distribution
layer, the fiber in the tunnels, and the main
MDFs, according to lay Steed, director, Info
security and privacy.
"The closets themselves are keyed to a
unique physical key that is only accessible
to our network engineers. However, on our
main data center and our main network
room, we have a two-factor biometric
system," Steed explains.
Ongoing physical security improve-
ments at Notre Dame also include a
recabling program that covers three or
four buildings annually. When a building
gets recabled, if there is a shared closet,
the network equipment is either separated
physically or moved to a more secure loca-
tion in the same building.
The university also has invested signifi-
cantly to develop and maintain what Steed
describes as a "fully compliant PCI cloud,"
involving numerous physical and network
access restrictions where every network
device and/or application processing credit
cards must be placed.
Aside from physical security, Notre
Dame has taken numerous steps to protect
the network equipment itself. "What we
have done is move our entire network man-
agement layer to a private network acces-
sible only by VPN and two-factor authen-
tication via secure key fob," Steed explains.
"We have put Tiipwire on every netlvork
device so we can tell if it has been altered or
not. We also have intrusion detection and
prevention systems on the network."
One notable security step is a border
firewall policy that defaults to a closed state.
"Only about 15 specific ports are open to
unsolicited inbound traffic," Steed says.
"We were one of the earliest big research
schools to adopt a default closed policy.
That required a good bit of cajoling of the
research community to assure the research
faculty that this policy wouldn't hamper or
otherwise interfere with their research."
Texas A&M: Hardening the Net
"Physical security has had significant at-
tention over the last decade," says Dr. Walt
Magnussen, Telecommunications Director
at Texas A&M University, and he attributes
that to a heightened awareness of physi-
cal threats triggered by the 9- I I terrorist
attacks.
At Texas A&M, an initiative was
launched to harden the network, start-
ing with the core and working outward.
Today, he says, the core is in good shape
and aggregation points are solid; but in the
IDFs and MDFs, the access portion of the
network, improvements are ongoing.
"There is a lot ofattention here to
cybersecurity issues, but that's understand-
able," he explains. "The threat there doesn't
require physical proximity. But when it
comes to our physical security, we have
installed card access units at our aggrega-
tion points, so everyone is authenticated
and there is logging. We have a Netbox
security system, with cameras in all closets,
along with temperature and environmental
monitoring."
Magnussen noted that redundant air
conditioning and power is part of the Texas
A&M hardening effort, pointing out that
"this is a security consideration, since one
of the easiest ways to shut down infrastruc-
ture is to disrupt the environment.")
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continued from page 40
Kossuth: We maintain the same support
services delivery that we have had in terms
of a walk-up help desk, desk-side coach-
ing, and education. The variety of devices
we have been asked to support in some
manner has increased as more options are
available to students. Our support policies
now often address the intersection of the
technology with our enterprise systems.
For instance, in terms of supporting smart_
phones we rely on the vendors to support
the phones while we support the intersec-
tion of the smartphones and our e-mail
system.
We attempt to provide more choice. For
instance, we have a required laptop pro-
gram. Based on student feedback on the
usage of the Linux partition, we stopped
providing a Linux image on the laptops
and provided an Ubuntu distribution that
students could access and elect to use based
on their course or personal requirements.
Providing more choice and supporting
the intersection of technologies requires
flexible staff with the desire to stay on top
of the emerging technologies and their
support implications. More choice often
equates to a longer service period for some
help-desk tickets as well, so managing cus-
tomer expectations is critical.
ACUTA: Since higher education seems to
be perpetually in challenging budget times,
what is your most important financial
issue? How are you addressing it on your
campus?
Kossuth: One of the challenges with
central IT providing the vast majority of
support for a higher education institu-
tion is that the costs of providing support
are often not visible to other community
members since the costs are not reflected in
their budgets (especially when chargeback
mechanisms are not in place). Creating an
understanding of the costs of services and
their connection to articulated priorities is
an important piece of managing customer
relationships.
A number of strategies have worked
for us, including: sharing a spreadsheet of
software usage and costs with the faculty
committee and having the committee work
with the faculty to narrow down the num-
ber of supported packages; putting up signs
on printers (we do not charge for printing)
detailing the costs of black-and-white and
color copies; sharing a spreadsheet of the
number of pages printed in various areas
of the college; having departmental budgets
support the difference in costs between the
standard computer equipment issued and
the equipment requested (and approved)
by the various departmental entities; and
creating a student/IT working group and
working together to communicate projects,
concerns, and brainstormed solutions.
ACUTA: Aside from funding, what issue
are you, as the CIO, currently spending
most of your time addressing?
Kossuth: Business intelligence and how to
make our ERP system be flexible enough
to provide us with critical information to
meet the needs of an evolving institution
and strategic plans.
ACUTA: What is the impact of this issue
for your campus? What is your strategy
for addressing this issue?
Kossuth: As the college evolves, the issue
of metrics and reporting has become even
more critical, and we need to enable com-
munity members to have data on demand
in order to make informed decisions for the
institution. We recently moved to Cognos
8.1, held a generic training for the com-
munity, and are moving office by office
to implement the new reporting tool for
critical reports as well as to distribute the
reports (in icon form) to the appropriate
community members. We have contracted
with outside support to assist with this
project over the summer.
ACUTA: Given that a key function of
the CIO's responsibility is preparing the
campus to support future technologies,
what technology changes do you see for
your campus as you look forward five to
seven years?
Kossuth: As we look to the future, under-
standing how we will utilize cloud services
(private, public, and other) in ways that
provide us the privacy and security our
data require will be critical to meeting the
ever increasing need for " more and faster,,,
especially in the areas of storage, research,
and databases. That understanding is an
important part of our strategy. We are
already taking advantage of the virtual-
ization era and will continue to do so to
potentially reduce costs and to improve
agility. Continuing to look at the technol_
ogy use of our community members, we
will be informed to make decisions on the
technologies that should be provided by the
college versus those technologies that can
reasonably be expected to be provided by
the community member. Mobility will play
an increasing role in delivering our content
to the community and to the wider world.
Understanding the various support models
for mobility and adapting our community
to those models will be a challenge (includ-
ing open source applications and mobile
development which is already occurring on
campus).
Over the next five to seyen years, we will
be replacing our network infrastructure
hardware (already converged); partnering
with additional outsourced assistance; and
increasing our collaboration with academic
partners. All of these will require us to find
economical and effective ways to deliver on
the increased demand and complexity of
services in ways that enhance the experi-
ence of our community members and
lower the barriers to technology adoption.
ACUTA: How are you readying the campus
for these changes?
Kossuth: We will be working on devel-
opment plans that address the different
skill sets that are needed to manage the
partnerships and outsourced assistance as
well as the skill sets required to focus on
integration and intersection of a myriad of
tiered services. We are already working on
developing relationships with the new ven-
dor landscape for network services and will
continue to do so in order to have everyone
on the same page prior to our issuing an
RFP. Finally, we have started conversations
on these topics with the community so
that we start to increase awareness of the
changing landscape and allow the commu-
nity to generate ideas as to what we need
to be ready for and how. Regardless of the
what and how, we can be guaranteed an
increased demand for flexibility, services,
and communication.
Thanks to Joanne Kossuth for taking the time
to answer our questions. You may reach her at
joanne.kossuth @ olin.edu.
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ACUTA: Much of the technologYwe now
support in higher education is driven by
consumer electronics. What decisions about
your technology infrastructure have been
affected by this and how?
Kossuth: In the past, higher education has
often been persuaded of the importance of
using "professional" grade equipment. This
equipment was purported to have a longer
lifespan, perform better and more consis-
tently, and require a skilled knowledge set
to utilize it. Today, these purported benefits
are more often seen as "hidden costs." In
addition, the current "prosumer" equipment
that is marketed to the end users is viewed
as simpler to use, "good enough," and easily
replaceable with a newer, cheaper, faster
generation of tools.
In terms of technology infrastructure, our
audio-visual equipment decisions are now
based on the simpler, good-enough model,
and we expect replacements to be made more
quickly (and the replacements can be justi-
fied in that they are quite a bit less expensive
than the initial required investments). Our
videoconferencing capabilities are up for
renewal, and we are again leaning toward
the "good enough" tools in Skype and other
available online products with the replace-
ment of just one "formally setup" videocon-
ference facility.
Our telephony infrastructure has been
VoIP since the opening of the institution. We
initially invested in desktop speaker phones
for everyone. With the increase in cell phone
usage and ubiquity, we are now revisiting
desktop telephones on an as-needed basis.
Last year, as part of our budgeting strat-
egy, we discussed whether or not to consider
all employees as independent contractors
and to that end, expect the employees to
provide their own laptops and phones. This
conversation would not have taken place five
years ago, and I would expect these types of
conversations to continue as our employee
and student base become more attached to
their own electronic productivity tools.
ACUTA: Freshmen at most institutions
today are far more extensive users of tech-
nology than those of even five years ago'
What is the most challenging technical
aspect this presents for your campus?
Kossuth: Most students arrive on camPus
with a good understanding of how to
socially network (Facebook), text, Google
or bing (aka search), immerse themselves
in video games of some type, share photos
(FLICKR or Picaso), and share files with
their friends. In general, the students are
used to home broadband connections and
the ability to increase the connections as
rreeded. They are also used to having a
lot of choice or the ability to personalize
their technology environments' Students
do not generally understand an enter-
prise network structure, permissions or
privileges, and the sharing of resources or
the restrictions imposed by legislative or
regulatory bodies or institutional policy.
Finding a way to effectively communi-
cate with students regarding the changes
to their technical environments when they
arrive at college is an increasing challenge.
Communicating the etiquette of using the
myriad tools in ways that won't com-
promise their identity or their future job
prospects is also critical. As cloud services
evolve, they may Provide a method of
allowing additional individual choice in
services (may have cost impacts on the
students) which will more closely align
with the home experience students are
accustomed to. If and when this happens,
there will also be increased requirements
for education about privacy, security,
and identity. Ideally these issues will be
easier to address as technology evolves
and imbeds additional tools to cover these
areas as opposed to requiring additional
add-ons and deep skill sets to protect the
students.
ACUTA: In what waYs has this affected
how you deliver suPport services?
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